Our Behavioral Health Mattress is a safe option for diverse patient body types and weights in a very specialized environment. The surface’s RF-welded seams eliminate the risk of accessing the product’s internal components, and the standard defined perimeter design adds an extra sense of security for patients at risk of wandering—especially helpful for fall risk or dementia patients.

— Designed for use in behavioral health environment
— Durable, RF-welded seams replace zipper, ensuring safety
— Defined perimeter design adds extra sense of security
— Fits Behavioral Health Bed™, Behavioral Health Bed™– Platform, and other Sizewise frames
**Key Specs**

**OVERALL**
- Capacity (35") ........................................ 500 lbs.
- Capacity (39") ........................................ 750 lbs.
- Width .................................................... 35" or 39"
- Length ................................................. 82"

**CONSTRUCTION**
- RF-welded seams ......................... Standard
- Defined Perimeter Edge .............. Standard

**FABRIC OPTIONS**
- Envy™ 4-Way Stretch Top Cover .... Standard
- Polycarbonate 4-Way Stretch Top Cover .... Optional
- Non-Skid Polyurethane Bottom Cover .... Standard
- Halogen-Free Fire Barrier ........ Standard
- MAP Liner™ ........................................ Optional

1 — RF-welded seams eliminate the risk of accessing the product’s internal components

2 — Foot-end vents allow air in and out of the mattress

3 — Full-length defined perimeter design adds an extra sense of security for patients at risk of wandering
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